Match Charter Schools Case Study

Match Charter Schools approached Triton Sensors regarding their multiple Massachusetts locations that were experiencing the vaping epidemic. Match appreciated that they could control the devices in each location from a central office. They deployed 21 3D Sense units to their middle and high school and saw dramatic results within weeks. Match saw a steep reduction in vaping within 5 weeks and a steady decline just a few weeks after.

To achieve these results, Match used the powerful alerts, insights, and reports they received from 3D Sense to respond quickly to vaping alerts. They also used the report features to determine the hotspots and popular times for vaping in each facility and dedicated more resources in those areas during busy hours. Match was able to use the reports feature on Triton Sync to show their board of directors this dramatic decline in vaping. Installing 3D Sense in their bathrooms sent a powerful signal to students, parents, and stakeholders that underage vaping will not be tolerated within the school.